ABSTRACT Two challenges need to be addressed in designing active network management (ANM) for distribution networks that use non-firm connection agreements for quicker and cheaper connections of distributed energy resource (DER). First is the replacement of scripted actions based on priority lists by real-time selection of actions offered as ancillary services and judged on efficacy and cost. Second is the need to decentralize or distribute ANM decision making to avoid unrealistic communication and computation burdens as the number of controllable devices increases. This paper proposes a distributed form of ANM for radial networks, based on local estimation of the voltage sensitivities to offered adjustments of real or reactive power and then uses message passing between local controllers to arrive at near-optimum choices of actions. To manage a voltage constraint, the minimum volume (or cost) of ancillary services is found by selecting services from DERs with highest voltage sensitivity to the service offered. A method of sensitivity estimation for individual nodes is extended to all terms of the inverted Jacobian matrix. The accuracy of this approximation is discussed and explored in a case-study network. The format of message passing from one local controller to another is described. Simulations demonstrate that the proposed distributed ANM closely approaches the solution found by a centralized optimal power flow. It is confirmed that the use of locally estimated voltage sensitivity to identify the most effective DER can minimize the volume of power flow adjustment service that the ANM needs to manage voltage and thermal constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) in many countries have witnessed rapid growth in connections of distributed devices driven by a combination of advances in technology, environmental targets and security of supply concerns [1] , [2] . Among these devices are distributed generation (DG) including renewable energy sources (RES), battery energy storage (BES), plug-in electric vehicles (EV) and controllable loads participating in demand response (DSR). Together these devices are known as Distributed Energy Resources (DER) [3] and [4] . The advantages that DER bring in attaining environmental targets and security of supply come with many challenges in control and integration [5] .
Regulatory bodies have been keen to see adoption of these new technologies and often create strong incentives for DNOs to provide timely and efficient connections for these
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Nishad Mendis. new customers. In U.K for instance, it is one of the primary outputs measured in the regulation process [6] . DNOs respond by offering customers participation in active network management (ANM) schemes since this make more efficient use of existing infrastructure and opens new connection possibilities [7] , [8] . These customers are offered non-firm connections which are cheaper and quicker to arrange but are subject to curtailment at times of network stress. Several UK DNOs have demonstrated such schemes [9] and [10] .
The control and coordination of an ANM can be structured in three different ways, namely, centralized, distributed and decentralized as categorized in [11] . The first relies on a central coordinator that obtains information from all devices, process it and determines set-points for optimal operation. The second uses information sharing between neighboring for collaboratively defining operating set-points. The last divides the network into relatively small zones with which centrally coordination can be applied on a smaller scale. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ As noted by [12] , there are many designs of ANM for distribution networks covering a variety of optimization algorithms and objective functions. However, the majority of works (around three-quarters of the works reviewed in [12] ) rely on a central coordination and control scheme, an approach that is becoming more computational demanding as more controllable devices are connected [13] . Additionally, centralized methods require full network observability to run the optimization algorithm and thus require a comprehensive communication and instrumentation infrastructure, something which has not traditionally been provided in distribution networks and is expensive to retro-fit. Thus, decentralized or distributed methods are attractive because they can be incrementally applied and use local communications [14] .
In order for DERs to play a full role in ANM and for system operator functions to emerge in distribution networks (as part of a DNO to DSO transformation), a new regulatory paradigm is anticipated that defines new local ancillary service markets and new streams of revenue for DER owners that provide these services, as being trialed in [15] . ANMs will need to grow and advance to identify and dispatch the most cost-effective combinations of services that solve network constraints wherever and whenever they occur.
A. METHODS FOR DISTRIBUTED ANM
In designing a distributed ANM, it is usually assumed (for instance [11] ) that the managed network is equipped with local controllers (LC) that monitor local parameters and communicate with neighboring LCs, as illustrated in Figure 1 . LCs exchange relevant data to achieve a common goal, which might be minimizing system losses, maximizing renewable penetration, or regulating voltage, as defined by the algorithm coded in the controllers. The code to be embedded in each LC has been the topic of many researches, as reviewed in [14] , and these approaches mainly differ in terms of two features:
1 Methods by which LCs exchange information and permissions with other LCs within the management system 2 Methods by which actions are coordinated. Some approaches use a ''token-transversal'' scheme in which a token containing the relevant system observations and permissions is passed between controllers, ''teaching'' them when and through which device they can make adjustments [16] . Although the token-transversal scheme ensures proper coordination and avoids the hunting effect, it does not scale up well for large fleet of controllable devices, since the time taken for the token to complete a trip becomes problematic. Another approach, [17] , uses local estimation of voltage sensitivity based on a perturb-and-observe method and then use this value of sensitivity for adjustment of power to regulate the voltage. However, there is no discussion of how many local controllers using local sensitivity coordinate their adjustments to achieve a good solution across the network. That work was refined in [18] by applying surface fitting techniques based on historical data of network operation to define sensitivities and then the multiple DERs were coordinated through applying pre-defined delays before each DER took its actions. The staggered delays ensured that only one DER acted at a time and thereby hunting between DER was avoided. The delays were defined in such a way as to respect agreements made previously between a customer and DNO, with access priority implied by those agreements.
The work in [19] proposed a consensus algorithm for improving the voltage profile of a network through coordinated adjustments of DERs. Multiple participating DERs adjust their injections simultaneously which avoids the hunting effect. However the consensus method does not guarantee that action is taken at the node where power adjustment is most effective because no such evaluation is made. In [20] , a linear approximation of a power-flow solution is incorporated into a model predictive control framework to perform dynamic optimal power dispatch of DERs. The results given confirmed that voltage and thermal limits are never violated but also show that greater than necessary curtailment occurs.
Only a few works in the literature reviewed in this paper plus the ones reviewed by [11] , [12] considered minimizing curtailment of real power in their objective function. Without this consideration, undue curtailment can occur making some potential connections less viable and acting contrary to regulatory objectives to facilitate DER. Addressing this shortcoming is the focus of this paper.
B. CONTRIBUTION OF THIS WORK
This paper proposes and evaluates an ANM design which (i) is distributed and suitable for controlling larger fleet of DER in shorter time-scale without complex communication infrastructure, (ii) minimizes the cost of procuring ancillary services and (iii) allows unhindered DER operation to the greatest extent possible. Through this, the DSO ensures that its network is safely operated but, further, through minimizing its interventions the DSO reduces the costs of procuring ancillary services (cost is subsequently passed on as use-ofsystem charges) and ensures that DERs are free to operate in their own best interests to the greatest extent possible.
The novelty is that LCs are able to locally estimate voltage sensitivity to not only determine the volume of power flow adjustment needed for constraint management (as in [17] ) but shares and use these estimates to coordinate the choice of most effectively located (or cost-effective) DER to be deployed, avoiding hunting. This overcomes the shortcoming of the consensus method in [19] . Importantly, prioritization does not rest on predefined time-delays, as in [18] , which are inflexible in the light of variable availability, nor a token-transversal scheme, as in [16] , which scales poorly.
The sensitivity estimation is not based on historical data nor specific modeling of demand and generation, but based on mathematical approximations for radial distribution feeders, therefore, the proposed method is also able to solve unexpected changes such as load loss or intermittent generation from renewable sources. The proposed local estimations of how local or non local power flow adjustments can influence local voltage allows coordination of actions to be made by ranking the effectiveness of DER adjustments.
The proposed form of ANM can therefore aid in the process of unlocking full benefits of DER integration participating in future ancillary services market. All results are compared with a benchmark centralized OPF solver to validate that decisions from proposed method are consistent.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the distributed method for estimating voltage sensitivity. Section III proposes the method of distributed control and coordination in which the most suitable location for adjustment of power is selected based on a ranking of estimated sensitivities. Sections IV describes the simulation methodology in which the effectiveness of the proposed approach can be compared against a centralized OPF. Sections V and VI presents the results and conclusions respectively.
II. DISTRIBUTED VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY ESTIMATION
The relationships between power flow and nodal voltages in a network are not straightforward to calculate due to non-linear nature and inter-dependency between nodes [21] . A common decomposition approach for linearizing power flow solution is to use voltage sensitivity analysis, which indicates how nodal voltage changes with power flow changes, as discussed and reviewed in [21] , [22] . Traditionally, these voltage sensitivities with respect to active and reactive power can be obtained by inverting the Jacobian Matrix, as part of a Newton-Raphson solution, as shown in (1), where the inverse of the Jacobian Matrix is indicated by J −1 , voltage angle and magnitude as θ and V respectively and real and reactive power shown as P and Q. For distribution network applications, the voltage magnitude is of greater interest, reason why sole focus is given to
The traditional method for obtaining ∂V ∂P , ∂V ∂Q based on Jacobian Matrix inversion is accurate, but as application requires closer to real time computations, the process of updating and inverting J becomes burdensome, as analyzed in [18] . In addition to the challenge of computational complexity, calculating a full sensitivity matrix requires full system monitoring [22] , [23] and therefore is discounted as viable option for control and coordination in distribution networks, where communication infrastructure is, in most cases, inadequate for this purpose.
To reduce communication burden and simplify calculations to obtain voltage sensitivity terms, this work relies on a key approximation of radial topology networks: that power flow to each node is directly affected by its downstream nodes, i.e.
The complete mathematical formulation is derived in [24] and presented here as equations (2) and (3), in which the voltage sensitivity at node i due to power adjustment (P or Q) at node i can be obtained with considerable precision based on local measurement. The line impedance that connects to node k is defined as R k and X k , the base voltage is defined as V base and local voltage at node i is defined as V i . The active and reactive power injected into node i from its upstream are indicated as P i and Q i . Adjusting the summation term it is possible to estimate how non-local power change affect non-local voltage, i.e.
. However, it is not possible to estimate how non-local power changes affects local voltage, i.e.
. This extension is proposed in this work.
In order to coordinate power adjustments in a distributed fashion, LCs deployed at each node need to be able to estimate the extent to which actions at other nodes of the network can affect its voltage and upstream power flow, and as mentioned, in a radial network, changes of power downstream of a node directly affect power flowing in the branch upstream. Therefore a LC can consider that changes in power at any downstream nodes are nearly equally effective in creating voltage changes that solve local constraint. In contrast, upstream adjustments of power flow do not directly affect power flow downstream and are therefore, ineffective in changing power flow at downstream.
However, local power change causes a local voltage change which propagates down the feeder, causing an indirect impact at downstream voltages with negligible changes in downstream power flow. In the case of branched network, the voltage sensitivity of different branches can be estimated considering the indirect effect that the other branch has on the root node of the branch (defined in this paper as node T). Figure 2 lays-out the steps to construct the proposed simplified voltage sensitivity matrix. These estimations, made by each LC with respect to every other LC, is used to infer how non-local power changes affects local voltage. It is noteworthy that the precise value of local voltage sensitivity due to a non-local power flow alteration are not critical in this context since they indicate only whether it is more or less effective to solve a local constraint with a non-local power adjustment rather than being used to quantify how effective that action is.
To illustrate the process of estimating ∂V ∂P and ∂V ∂Q , consider the simple branched radial network with 6 nodes shown in Figure 3 . Nodes 3 and 4, and nodes 5 and 6 lie on branches that have node 2 as root (equivalent to node T we used in Figure 2 ). Consider that each node has a DER equipped with a LC capable of monitoring local parameters. Each LC needs to estimate how effectively other LC can solve its local constraints in order to coordinate their actions. The approximations in the estimation of ∂V ∂P is summarized in Figure 4 . For estimation of ∂V ∂Q , the same process applies. Some of the original terms (only otherwise obtainable via centralized computation) are replaced with near-equivalents so as to enable its computation in a distributed fashion. The main diagonal terms in blue are estimated with good accuracy from [24] . The terms highlighted in green are approximations of voltage sensitivity to downstream power changes achieved by equating the downstream power change to a change at the node in question as argued above, for instance,
is replaced by to changes in upstream power which can be approximated by the voltage change that happens local to the power change on the basis that the voltage of the whole feeder downstream of that point rises or falls as a consequence. Terms in purple are sensitivities to power change in another branch with same root approximated by the voltage change that occurs at the root.
In comparison to estimating voltage sensitivities, it is straightforward to estimate how effective remote actions are in addressing thermal (power flow) constraints. As noted earlier, for a radial network, downstream power changes almost directly affect upstream power flow and upstream changes have close to zero affect downstream.
The proposed distributed estimation of voltage sensitivity enables each DER participating in flexible connection agreement to evaluate constraints and adjust its P or Q to meet a voltage target. Additionally, by exchanging relevant information with neighboring DERs, they can collaborate to resolve systems constraints, as will be discussed next.
III. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL AND COORDINATION STRATEGY
In order to consider local and non-local constraints in a distributed approach, it is proposed that each LC shares its local headroom with neighbors. The headroom is defined as the allowed changes V and S that can occur before a voltage or thermal limit is breached. The voltage headroom is defined in (4) and (5) considering upper and lower limit while power flow headroom is shown in (6), where V up limit , V down limit and S limit are the voltage and power safe limits.
In equations (4) and (6) operation on the safe side of the limit gives a positive value of headroom and an indication of how much further capacity the network possesses whereas a negative value indicates the constraint has been breached. The opposite is true for equation (5) .
For a voltage limit violation, the LC that is local to the constraint checks for the highest voltage sensitivity estimates that is has acquired (the relevant row of the matrix illustrated in Figure 4) . If the best solution (highest sensitivity of local voltage to non-local power change) lies upstream then a message is sent defining the V required of the upstream node that has been identified.
LC uses equation (7) to determine the voltage change required upstream at node (i − 1) to create the desired voltage change at local node (i) . This relationship is obtained in a distributed fashion for radial networks from the voltage drop equation presented in [24] . If the best solution lies downstream, then a message is sent downstream and the receiving LC uses (7) to convert the requested upstream V to a local V . Notations used for equation (7) is the same as used for (2) and (3)
It is much simpler in case it is a thermal constraint because only downstream nodes can act to solve it. The constrained LC only needs to send downstream the S that it requires to relieve local constraint. The first downstream that receives it is already best placed to act, and will stop propagating the message to avoid simultaneous actions to solve constraint.
Coordination of control actions between LCs is achieved as follows. Each LC will compare headroom data it receives from neighbors with its own calculation of local headroom to assess which node is most closely approaching (or has exceeded) a constraint, defined here as critical headroom. For the upper voltage limit and the thermal constraint, the least positive headroom, after comparing upstream, local and downstream data, is the critical headroom (observed by the LC), as expressed in (8) and (10) . For lower voltage limit, the least negative is the critical headroom, as shown in (9) . (10) Through the computation of critical headroom viewed from each node, the critical constraint can be addressed in an equivalent way to a local constraint, i.e., a LC is made aware of the critical headroom and will try to determine, based on its estimates of sensitivities and offered DER services, which LC is best placed to relieve the constraint. As messages propagate between neighbors, LCs become aware of constraint violations across the entire network, without needing to know where the constraint is actually happening.
To convert V i critical+ , V i critical− from equations (8) and (9) into control actions of P or Q, they must be divided by the sensitivities obtained in (2) and (3), as shown in (11) and (12) . The upper + sign in P and Q indicates that the adjustment will bring the most critical voltage seen by i to the maximum limit and the − sign indicates that it will bring to the minimum voltage limit.
The mathematical formulation of the optimization problem is presented in equations (13)- (17) . P Ci and Q Ci are the active and reactive power injections that a connecting customer at location i, is contracted to fulfill in the absence of any network constraints. P Gi and Q Gi are the actual injections of active and reactive powers by DER i. C P and C Q are the costs of ancillary services procurement for active and reactive power adjustments. S i is the change in power injection at i due to changes in P Gi and Q Gi . S i critical is the maximum allowed change in power flowing to node i, that incorporates the critical headroom shared between neighbors. V i critical− and V i critical+ are the shared headroom values that ensure that voltages will be between the lower and upper boundaries respectively. The lower and upper limits of active and reactive power injection allowed at i, due to physical limitations of the DERs are defined as P min Gi , Q min Gi , P max Gi and Q max Gi .
s.t. known power balance equations and
Besides headroom information from neighbors, LCs also require some operational data to determine which LC have achieved certain operating conditions. This data can be compiled into binary vectors to indicate whether or not a DER is operating under any of the following conditions: 1) Contract Satisfaction: DER injecting to contract? 2) Curtailed: DER injecting less than agreed in contract? 3) Max capacity: DER is injecting at full capacity? 4) Min capacity: DER is injecting at minimum capacity? When sending messages to upstream LC, the messages must include all of the conditions downstream known to the transmitting LC and when sending to downstream, the messages must include all of the conditions upstream known to the LC. Through this arrangement, the LC will update its internal representation of the system, knowing the number of participating LCs to take coordinated decisions among them.
The proposed distributed control and coordination discussed in this section is summarize in Figure 5 . The algorithm is run repeatedly to allow iteration such that (i) small errors attributable to the approximations are gradually reduced, VOLUME 7, 2019 (ii) a new DER can take over as the best node to take action if a DER reaches an operational limit and (iii) the ANM can respond to changes in demand and generation.
The required data exchanged by each LC are the headroom capacity, i.e. equations (4), (5) and (6), plus the 4 binary operational vectors for P and Q adjustments (8 vectors in total). Assuming that headroom variables are defined as floating number with double precision using 64 bits (or 8 bytes), then to transmit the 3 variables it requires 24 bytes. The biggest binary vector exchanged will have length equal to the number of nodes, N , therefore, require N bits, or N /8 bytes ( is the ceil function). Defining the number of adjacent neighbors as b then the total size of data packet in bytes transmitted before taking a decision is shown in (18) . In the distributed approach, all messages are exchanged simultaneously between neighbors.
On the other hand, in centralized OPF, the communication burden is due to messages sent from all LCs to the central coordinator (CC) and messages sent from the CC to all LCs. Also neglecting voltage angles and assuming that voltage and power flow data are floating numbers with double precision, the data packet size in bytes is shown in (19) .
All LCs are required to send voltage and power flow measurements to the CC to run the OPF, resulting in 3 variables of 8 bytes from each. Then after running the OPF algorithm, the CC sends back to each LC their operating set points, i.e. P and Q injections, which adds up to 2 · 8 bytes sent to each LC.
It is clear that size of data transfer to take a decision using the distributed approach is much lighter than relying on centralized OPF, specially for growing number of devices. Additionally, it is discussed in [25] how the decentralization of communication infrastructure improves reliability and reduces latency of communication network.
IV. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
Performance and robustness of the proposed distributed ANM has been tested through time-domain simulations and through statistical analysis across multiple scenarios. The network was modeled considering loads and controllable DERs as PQ buses. The Matpower package [26] was used to obtain a power flow solution at each iteration to account for changes in demand, non-dispatchable generation and control actions. The algorithms for each LC were implemented as independent functions which obtain local measurements from the network model (the Matpower load flow) and compute new DERs set points. All of the individual actions of the various LCs are then fed to the network model for the beginning of the next iteration. This iterative procedure is summarized in Figure 6 . Communication between LCs is modeled according to the asynchronous message-passing paradigm [27] , where the sender can resume its processing immediately after an outgoing message is placed into a message buffer and that message will be read whenever the receiver is available. Figure 7 illustrates how this message-passing scheme is implemented. Each LC reads the messages their neighbors have posted via the message buffers and then executes the control algorithm to determine new set points to update the network.
V. RESULTS
This section presents the simulation results of the proposed distributed control and coordination strategy, including the estimation of voltage sensitivities and compares the results with those from a traditional centralized approach. The centralized approach uses an Optimal Power Flow (OPF) solver and so it can be considered as the best network operating condition that can be obtained (albeit with penalties in communication and computation in a practical setting).
The IEEE 33 bus network, modified to include seven controllable DERs as shown in Figure 8 , was used for the first set of tests. The DERs are an EV parking lot located at node 16, a PV generator at node 14, a flexible load (FL) at node 33 and four distributed generators (DG) located at nodes 18, 22, 24 and 28. The base power for this test case scenario is S base =1 MVA and the base voltage is V base = 12.66 kV . The line parameters were identical to the original model [28] .
A. DISTRIBUTED VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY ESTIMATION
To verify that the estimation of voltage sensitivity proposed in this work is sufficiently accurate, the network of Figure 8 is simulated with one node subject to varying power injection and all other fixed at the original demand from [28] . For comparison, ∂V ∂P and ∂V ∂Q were obtained via three approaches. First is the centralized approach, i.e., inversion of the Jacobian matrix, which can be considered as the authentic result but relies on central data gathering and computation that as discusses, is not practical for distribution networks. Second is the perturb and observe (P&O) method [21] , which intentionally causes a power flow change to perturb the voltage and by observing V due to perturbation, voltage sensitivity is estimated. P&O can be difficult to implement because observed V are not exclusively due to power perturbation, since other variations occur in a live network. For this test however, all conditions are considered static except for the studied node, therefore, results from the P&O method can also be considered reliable. Lastly, the proposed method.
Left side of Figure 9 shows the results when node 18 was selected for the test and its nodal power was varied from −1.3 MW (negative meaning injected active power) to 0.3 MW (positive meaning consumed active power). The range of power adjustments was selected to cause significant voltage variation relative to the assumed network limits of 5%. The top plot shows the voltage versus power injected at node 18 and the middle plot shows the voltage sensitivity to power at node 18 for the three methods. The bottom plot presents the difference (error) between the sensitives of P&O and proposed method compared to those from inversion of Jacobian. Right side of Figure 9 shows the results obtained for ∂V ∂Q by following same process described for ∂V ∂P . It can be seen that the proposed method produces accurate sensitivity estimate (i.e., in agreement with the inverted Jacobian) in the region where node voltage is close to its nominal value. An assumption that node voltages could be approximated as 1.0 pu in intermediate stages of the sensitivity estimation was a key approximation for decentralizing calculation, as discussed in [24] .
Even where the estimate sensitivities are in error by circa 5%, this will not be a problem for the ANM algorithm since its process is iterative and power adjustments that are, in turn, in error will be refined in a subsequent iteration as voltages are brought within normal range. Similar test to this one was performed for power variation at all nodes and results with similar errors in the range of 4-6% were obtained.
B. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL AND COORDINATION -TEST 1: ACTIVE POWER CONTROL
To assess performance of the proposed distributed control and coordination strategy, a dynamic scenario of the 33 bus network (Figure 8 ) was established. To illustrate the ability VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 10. Base demand profile for aggregated residential loads. to accommodate various market arrangements, two types of contract between customers and DSO were considered. One was a firm connection contract in which the customer contributes toward the costs of reinforcing the network in order to secure a firm connection, i.e., no curtailment expected. The other was a non-firm connection in which the customer connects to a constrained area of the network without paying for reinforcement on the understanding that it can be required by the DSO to adjust its power output. In the test, only the PV at node 14 and the EV at node 16 had firm connections. The aggregated residential loads connected at each node vary over a 24-hour period according to the residential profile shown in Figure 10 but having different load scaling factors (multipliers of the standard load). The scaling factors for each location are as set out in Table 1 . The profiles for the EV demand, the PV generation and the flexible load (FL) at nodes 16, 14 and 33 are shown in Figure 11 for a 24-hour period. The terms of the flexible contracts are in Table 2 .
Results obtained from applying the distributed ANM to this test case are presented in Figure 12 . The top plot shows the highest and lowest demand profile (the outcome of multiplying the base profile in Figure 10 by load scale factors in Table 1 ). The second plot shows the two most critical node voltages across the 24 hour period. variables but for the solutions found by a centralized OPF solver based on interior point method with tolerance of 10 −6 . To configure the OPF, adjustment cost curves were set for each DER such that operating at the contracted power output was a zero cost (to the OPF ANM system) and adjusting power output as an ancillary service required a payment to the DER to make good the loss it would suffer from not meeting its contracted power. This first set of results considers equal ancillary costs among all participating DERs in order to evaluate decisions from ANM based only on constraint management efficiency.
It can be seen in the voltage results (second plot of Figure 12 ) that, initially and up until point A, the low demand and the output of local generation caused the voltage at node 18 to rise. The voltage was held at the upper voltage limit of 1.02 p.u by the ANM. LC 18 estimated that the node for which a power change has the highest sensitivity seen at 18 is node 18 itself, and thus, curtailed its active power injection just enough to remain with voltage level below the upper limit, as seen in the yellow curve of the third graph. After point A, demand across the feeder starts increasing, as seen in the top graph, and consequently the voltage starts decreasing as seen in the second graph. Between points A and B, the network operates without breaching voltage limits at any node and is thus able to accommodate all the DERs at their agreed or contracted injection without interventions.
From point B to C, the PV at node 14 reach its peak production and demand started decreasing, resulting in the voltage at node 18 rising to the point where action by the ANM is again needed to hold the voltage at its limit. DG 18 is curtailed again, until at point C, the maximum curtailment agreed by this DG with DSO is reached (as recorded in Table 2 ). So far, only local actions have been needed, namely a voltage limit violation at node 18 was solved by action taken by the DG at node 18. By point D however further action is needed and the local node can no longer act. Node 18 estimates that the next most effective to regulate local voltage is node 28 and sends its critical headroom upstream until it reaches node 28, which adjusts its injection downward. This process continues until point E, whereupon the DERs set-points and demand are such that no adjustment is needed. At point F, demand has increased in such a way that an under-voltage arises at node 12 (blue curve of second plot of Figure 12 ). Based on the proposed voltage sensitivity estimation, node 12 assesses node 18 as best placed to solve this and sends its local headroom downstream until reaching at node 18, which ramps up its power injection up to 0.2 p.u above the 0.5 p.u that was agreed with DSO. This represents the maximum alteration that it can undertake by DG 18 as noted in Table 2 . With under-voltage still persisting, the next LC expected to act, based on the estimated voltage sensitivity, is node 28, which then inject power above contracted injection of 0.7 p.u and does so until reaching its maximum adjustment, at point G. Even with full injection of DG at node 28 and 18, the under-voltage at node 12 still persists, requiring the next LC to act, which is estimated to be at 33.
Node 33 has a flexible load, and can have its demand adjusted, with the result that its power consumption (shown as negative power in Figure 12 ) is reduced in magnitude as seen at point G, until the voltage at node 12 is brought up to the lower limit of 0.98. After point G, demand in the feeder starts to fall back from its peak, allowing LCs to reduce adjustments and return to their agreed injections, one by one in the reverse order to that in which they were deployed. Between points D and G we see examples of actions at non-local nodes being used to solve a problem at a particular node and examples of the burden of acting being passed from one DER to another as DERs reach their adjustment limits.
The main difference between the proposed approach and the centralized OPF (comparing the bottom two graphs of Figure 12 ) happens between points F and G, when DER 18 reached maximum injection while attempting to solve under-voltage at node 12. The centralized approach opts to rely on adjustments of power injections from flexible load at node 33 instead of DG from node 28 as done in the proposed approach. The reason is that, in the proposed ANM, the LC at node 12 estimated sensitivities of voltage at node 12 to power injection at nodes 28 and 33 to be the same i.e. . The distributed ANM opted to request adjustments from 28 due to its proximity to node 12 which required fewer message hops to propagate the request. In contrast, the centralized OPF (with no approximations and consequently no loss of precision) found node 33 to be slightly better than 28 for regulation of voltage at node 12. However, when comparing the total curtailment resulting from each approach, as shown in Figure 13 , it can be seen that the improvement of the OPF over the proposed ANM is minor. Although the proposed method selected a different LC to act, it resulted in a very small additional curtailment that makes little difference in practical implementation of the ANM.
This result confirms that the many LC participating in the distributed ANM required minimum adjustments from DERs power injection to regulate voltage, as showed by the comparison with centralized OPF. There are small mismatches when an LC takes action due to iterations required for messages to reach the newly preferred node for action when transferring between acting DERs.
C. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL AND COORDINATION -TEST 2: ACTIVE & REACTIVE POWER CONTROL
The proposed strategy is also capable of dispatching reactive power, managing thermal constraints, and defining different costs for adjusting active and reactive powers for each DER. To explore these features, a simpler network with fewer nodes and simplified links was used, as shown in Figure 14 . The network has V base = 11 kV and S base =1 MVA. Loads were set to follow the same profile as shown in Figure 10 with the loading scaling factors of 2.0 at nodes 2 and 3; 1.5 at nodes 4, 5 and 6 and 1.0 at nodes 7,8,9 and 10. All the DERs were operated with non-firm contracts. Table 3 sets out the contractual details of each DER, such as the payments for adjusting active or reactive power and the size of the maximum adjustment they agreed. Figure 15 shows the results over a 24-hour period. From top to bottom, the demand profiles; two node voltages; active and reactive power injections; the active power flowing from node 1 to node 2 and finally, a comparison of costs incurred in using the various DER services of adjusting power injections.
From the outset at midnight up until point A, the voltage at node 10 is high and held at its upper limit by dispatch of reactive power from the DG at node 10 itself. The bottom plot compares the costs incurred by the two algorithms, principally the cost of using reactive support from DER 10. From point A to point B, the increasing load reduces the voltage at node 10 and the network is able to accommodate all DER at their contracted power and supply all load demand without any interventions by the ANM and thus the cost of procuring DER ancillary services drops to zero, as seen in the bottom plot. From point B onward, the increased power injection by the PV again threatens an over-voltage at node 10 and so again dispatch of reactive power at node 10 is used.
Later, at point C, node 6 also reaches the upper voltage limit, which estimates local adjustment best placed to solve constraint. This is an example of multiple LCs acting together to maintain safe operation. At point D, the power flowing from node 1 to node 2 reached its reverse power flow limit and so the LCs started curtailing active power injection.
Note that for dealing with thermal constraint, there is no need to evaluate voltage sensitivity and therefore the LCs only evaluate their costs for adjusting active power and/or their proximity to constraint. Using this criteria, DG 2 is selected for curtailment in order to solve thermal constraint. When, at point E, DG 2 reaches its agreed curtailment limit, leaving the DG at node 6 as the next to be curtailed. Note that due to high cost of curtailing PV at node 4, the LCs decided to curtail a DER located further along the feeder. The reverse power flow is maintained at 6 p.u and all voltages are held within limits. As demand increases and the constraints ease, the DERs can return to their contractual positions and the network becomes able to host all DERs without interventions, reaching again a zero cost for request of ancillary services.
D. MULTIPLE SIMULATIONS WITH NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED DEMAND VARIATION
To access robustness of the proposed approach in a variety of conditions, multiple simulations with various demand dic- tated by a Gaussian distribution curve is tested. The proposed ANM must obtain the necessary adjustment to keep compliant operation. Again, adjustments from proposed approach are compared with centralized OPF for validation.
This process is applied in 4 different networks, 2 of which were already discussed in details (IEEE 33 bus system and simple 10 bus system). The other 2 are the IEEE 15 bus system and a UKGDS 76 bus network, whose parameters can be obtained in [29] and [30] . The original demand from all of the 4 networks are used as center of the Gaussian distribution curve. The standard deviation applied in each node i, (σ i ), is selected in such a way that the cumulative σ i causes a σ total equal to 50% of original total demand.
To clarify with an example, consider the simple 10 bus system from Figure 14 with active demands at nodes 2 and 3 of 2MW; demands at nodes 4, 5 and 6 of 1.5MW and demands at nodes 7, 8, 9 and 10 of 1MW. All nodes have controllable DER injecting 1MW. This scenario is such that no constraint violation is observed. Generating a Gaussian distribution with N cases with σ i equal to 2 and centered in each node's base demand it is obtained Figure 16 . N is chosen as 500 because its a sufficient number of runs that allows clear Gaussian fit. The cumulative effect of σ i resulted in a σ total of 6 MW, which is around 50% of the base total demand, as seen in Figure 17 . Note that the negative values indicate generation while positive indicate consumption.
During each run, the proposed approach adjusts the DERs to keep operation within constraints. The total mismatch with the centralized OPF is measured (similar to what is done to generate Figure 13 ) for every run to obtain an average and standard deviation of mismatches (σ mismatch ). The normally distributed selection of demands might not cause a constraint violation and thus, mismatch is zero as no adjustment is required. These occurrences are neglected since they do not represent statistical relevance for mismatch analysis. The ratio between number of relevant occurrences and the total number of simulations can give a sense of how susceptible to constraint violation a network is. For instance, out of the 500 simulations of the 10 node network, 255 had constraint violation and are used to obtain statistical information of mismatches, the ratio in this case is 51%. This process is repeated for all the 4 test networks and results are compiled in Table 4 . All tests were performed on a 64-bit operating system with 3.5 GHz CPU and 32 GB RAM. The time required per LC to obtain a decision is measured and compared with the time taken by the central OPF in order to validate that the proposed approach has lower computational burden. The IEEE 33 bus system case resulted with slight higher time requirement per LC possibly due to more multiple adjustments, where multiple constraint violation, in different branches caused multiple LCs to adjust their injections. From Figure 5 , it is possible to see that LCs that are ideal to solve constraint have extra steps to define how much power flow adjustment is required. The initial conditions of each tested network makes them more or less prone to constraint violation due to demand variation. In the case of IEEE 33 bus system, the initial condition is such that voltages at nodes 33 and 18 are close to lower voltage limit, which causes under voltage with small demand changes.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has set out a new approach to creating a distributed form of Active Network Management for addressing network constraints. The objective is to find in a distributed fashion the minimum volume or cost of adjustments of the real and reactive power injections of DER, these adjustments away from contracted positions being offered as ancillary services. To do this, each local controller within the distributed ANM needs to estimate the sensitivities of node voltages and branch power flows to power injections at various other nodes. A set of approximations for radial networks are proposed that allow each LC to form an approximation to the inverted Jacobian. Thus each LC can identify whether actions at its own node or actions at a remote node are better choices for reliving a constraint in terms of the cost or volume of ancillary service that would need to be procured. A set of messages are defined that can be passed in a peer-to-peer fashion between LCs that allows actions to be coordinated.
This distributed ANM based on estimated sensitivities and local message passing was compared with a centralized ANM based on an OPF. Case-studies in time domain simulations showed that the distributed ANM produced near identical control actions in response to constraints and could successfully identify the most appropriate node to take action and to pass action to another node once the limit of action of a DER was reached. By evaluating mismatches with benchmark OPF for a variety of demand conditions dictated by a Gaussian distribution process, it is shown that the proposed ANM is robust and accurate enough for practical implementations. The time required per LC to obtain a decision of adjustment is relatively small regardless of the number of controllable devices which enables closer to real time applications, key improvement for future ANM designs.
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